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ICONIST sees itself as a journalistic portal with well-researched, 

timeless content with a personal touch. Fast and up-to-date 

without clickbait and trash.

Smart, entertaining - always with utility value.

ICONIST IS  THE POP CULTURE 

L IFEST YLE PORTAL ON WELT.DE

54%
female

56%
20 – 49 years old

47%
max sat. exam

29%
Income > 4.000 €

73%
are employed

Quelle: 1

84%
willing to pay more

for quality

50%
brand articles

of high quality

28%
attach importance

to branded goods

2,30 MILLION

UNIQUE USER1

5,13 MILLION

PAGE IMPRESSIONS2

*ICONIST is a self-published portal under www.iconist.de and at the same time a channel of WELT.de.

1) agof daily digital facts, basis: digital WNK 16+ years (61.14 million); single month August 2022; retrieved on: 08.11.2022

2) IVW November 22

• Opinionated, but reflected

• Humorous, but not silly

• Empathic, but critical

• Trendy, but not hysterical

http://www.iconist.de/
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We make the stories that interest, occupy and 

inspire us. Because then the spark jumps over. 

Always with heart, always with care. And that 

one special twist, that extra thought, that wink. 

And we get feedback every day that proves it: 

Our community appreciates that.

Nicola Erdmann, 

Digital Editorial Director
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ICONIST is the digital destination for open-minded, 

modern, educated people between the ages of 20 and 40 

who are interested in zeitgeist, pop culture, and lifestyle 

and who expect smart, entertaining reporting on current 

topics from their lifeworld and opt for quality - both when 

choosing what to read and when making purchasing 

decisions in their private lives. 

They are looking for inspiration away from influencers, 

typical "women's magazines" or pure fashion blogs. 

Because they too are still interested in the story behind it 

- which we always help tell. 

TARGET GROUP
TOPICS

✓ GOOD LIFE - SUSTAINABILITY

✓ FASHION, BEAUTY, TRAVEL, FITNESS

✓(MODERN) LIVING TOGETHER/SOCIETY

✓ SEX, RELATIONSHIP

✓ EQUALITY, FAMILY, PSYCHOLOGY

✓ZEITGEIST - STYLE AND STYLE CRITICISM

✓SOCIAL MEDIA 

✓POP CULTURE

✓TV REVIEWS
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Presenting package multiscreen:

A Billboard (stationary), Medium Rectangle

(multiscreen) and your brand's logo (multiscreen) are

permanently integrated above each page of the

channel1.

Reach: 2,4 Mio. Ad Impressions / 4 Wochen

Gross-Price: 95 € TKP Brutto

Join us as an exclusive presenter 

in our high-quality 

ICONIST Channel!

1) other formats on request

Example visualization

CONTENT PRESENTING

ICONIST  OFFERS
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BRAND STUDIOS02
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The best journalists and photographers from our 

Brand Studio editorial team individually translate their 

into an exciting and informative story. 

Our reporters go out, research on location, 

photograph, film and stage their topic in the style of ICONIST. 

ICONIST style.

Best of all, as the client, you are the director, 

all steps from the idea to the realization 

are coordinated 1:1 with you.

1) Additional creation costs of 4.000€ (not SR or AE capable)

Exemplary visualization

BRAND STORY

ICONIST  BAND STUDIOS

Reach: 15.000 Page Views 

Gross Price: 50.000€1
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You play your content on our brands!

Advertisements are displayed in the look & feel of the media brand. 

presented. 

Your content is integrated into stories around your 

products & buying messages. 

The advertising content you provide will be 

presented in the style of the media brand and thus 

a trustworthy environment of the brand in addition to the traffic.

Awareness and performance are the focus. 

1) Additional creation costs of 3.000€ (not SR or AE capable)

Exemplary visualization

ADVERTORIAL

ICONIST  BAND STUDIOS

Reach: 3.600.000 Ad Impressions

Gross Price: 20.000€1
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What are Facebook and Instagram Sponsored Posts?

Promotional ads with joint sendership from you with ICONIST.

The post is played out to the target audience defined by you, 

E.g.: "people in Hamburg", interest: Lifestyle

Post runs for the campaign period (1-3 days) 

and can no longer be found afterwards

1) Additional creation costs of 800€ (not SR or AE capable)

Example visualization

SPONSORED POST

ICONIST  BAND STUDIOS

Reach: 99.000 Fans | 400.000 Ad Impressions

Gross-Price: 8.000€1

Facebook: 

Reach: 21.400 Fans | 200.000 Ad Impressions

Gross-Price: 10.000€1

Instagram: 
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110€ TKP² 
30€ Targeting + 80€ TKP

100€ TKP²
20€ Targeting + 80€ TKP

LUXUS TARGETING

B2B TARGETING1

− When using B2B targeting, you can choose between 20 different 

industries.

− The following industries are possible: "Retail", "Self-employed", 

"Investment managers"...

− Using the IP address of companies, we can target employees from over 1 

million different German companies for you.

Socio-demographics + Interest & Education Targeting 

Your advertising message will be targeted to the target group with a HHNE 

between 3.000-4.000+€, an age group between 30-59 years and an interest 

in "Shopping", "Luxury Brands" or "Style & Fashion".

1) B2B targeting cannot be combined with any other targeting.

2) BB + MR incl. targeting

3) Sitebar + MR incl. targeting

110€ TKP² 
30€ Targeting + 80€ TKP

REGIO PLUS TARGETING

− Targeted regionalized advertising

− Want to play your ads only in specific zip code areas?

− Target users in the 5th zip code.

− Regio Plus: Individual playout area on the 5th zip code (up to 1,500 

creatives), including campaign reports and screenshots.

90€ TKP³
10€ Targeting + 80€ TKP

KONTEXTUELLES TARGETING

Address users in real time based on context and keywords and target topics 

on our portfolio. 

Increase the impact of your communication and create added value for 

users by addressing them at exactly the right time - regardless of the 

environment!

Select suitable customers from the 27 IAB categories such as "Style & 

Fashion" or "Shopping".
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EVENTS04
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The ICONIST Academy is an educational format that 

focuses on different topics in different cities and offers 

women in particular the opportunity to be empowered in 

panels, workshops, coaching sessions or active sessions. 

The whole event is accompanied by media exclusively on 

ICONIST/ WELT Digital and LinkedIn.

Timing: TBA

ICONIST ACADEMY


